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[57] ABSTRACT 

A vehicle-headlamp-energizing circuit for headlamps con 
nected in series. Each headlamp has a breakdown diode con 
nected in parallel, and each breakdown diode has a break 
down voltage slightly larger than the normal potential drop 
across its parallel connected lamp so as to conduct current 
around the lamp when it fails and maintain conduction 
through the remaining lamps. 

7 4 Claims, 1 Drawing Figure 
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SERIES LAMP SAFEGUARD CIRCUIT 
The conventional automotive vehicle headlamp system has 

headlamps connected in parallel across a battery. This is 
necessary so that if one lamp malfunctions and does not con 
duct current the other lamp will not be affected. 
However, there are often advantages to be gained by con 

necting headlamps in series. Without changing the battery 
voltage, for example, two headlamps of one-half rated battery 
voltage can be used. These lower voltage lamps are‘ more 
rugged and function longer, on the average, than higher volt 
age lamps. Or, if the battery voltage itself were doubled to 
reduce current loads in the rest of the vehicle’s electrical 
system, the two conventional voltage headlamps could be used 
in series rather than double voltage lamps in parallel. 
The main problem with series connected lamps is, as said, 

' that if one lamp stops conducting because of a broken or ox 
idized ?lament the other is prevented from conducting by the 
break in the circuit. We will disclose, however, a simple, inex 
pensive and reliable circuit which contains lamps connected in 
series but which keeps the unaffected lamp shining should the 
other burn out or break. 
The FIGURE is a circuit diagram of a preferred embodi~ 

ment of our invention. 
Our lamp circuit contains headlamps l0, 12 connected in 

series with headlamp switch 14 across battery 16. Connected 
across each headlamp is a breakdown or zener diode 20, 22. 
Each breakdown diode has an intrinsic breakdown voltage as 
sociated with it such that the breakdown diode presents an ex 
tremely large resistance to voltages below this breakdown 
voltage and an extremely small resistance to voltages greater 
than the breakdown voltage. The value of the breakdown volt 
age of each breakdown diode in this circuit is slightly larger 
than the normal operating voltage of the headlamp across 
which it is connected. For instance, if the battery potential is 
12 volts and each lamp normally drops 6 volts the breakdown 
voltage of each diode would be approximately 7 volts. Thus, 
neither of the breakdown diodes 20, 22 would normally con 
duct more than negligible current. 

Suppose, however, that lamp l0 burns out or breaks so that 
the circuit opens. At once the voltage across the open circuit 
attempts to rise to battery potential. However, that voltage is 
also the voltage across breakdown diode 20; and when it 
reaches 7 volts diode 20 begins to conduct. Since the break 
down diode 20 can conduct large amounts of current at ap 
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proximately 7 volts the potential across the other headlamp 12 
will not fall below 5 volts. Headlamp 12 will dim slightly but 
will remain shining. In the same way breakdown diode 22 will 
conduct to keep headlamp l0 shining should headlamp l2 fail. 
The circuit described is the simplest embodiment of our in 

vention, but many variations are possible. Any number of 
lamps of the proper voltage ratings, each with accompanying 
diode could be added in series. Lamps of different voltage 
ratings could be combined, provided the breakdown voltage 
of each diode was just larger than the operating voltage of the 
lamp across which it is connected. 

Obviously, the same type of circuit connection may be used 
with lamps other than headlamps; for example, tail lamps, in 
strument panel lights, or side marker lamps on trucks and 
trailers. ' 

We claim: 
1. An electriclamp circuit comprising, in combination, a 

source of ‘current at substantially constant potential, a plural 
number of electric lamps connected in series across the 
source, and a plural number of zener breakdown diodes, one 
of which is connected in parallel with each lamp, each break 
down diode having a breakdown voltage slightly greater than 
the voltage drop in normal operation of its parallel lamp, so 
that each breakdown diode is substantially nonconducting but 
will conduct upon failure of its parallel lamp and maintain the 
energizing circuit to the remaining lamp or lamps. 

2. A vehicle headlamp energizing circuit comprising a plu 
rality of headlamps connected in series with a battery, each 
lamp having a normal potential drop across it while operating, 
each lamp havin a zener breakdown diode connected in 
parallel with it, e breakdown diode having a breakdown 
voltage slightly greater than the normal potential drop of its 
parallel headlamp so as to conduct current around the 
headlamp only when the headlamp fails. 

3. A circuit as de?ned in claim 2 in which only two 
headlamps are connected in series with the battery in the said 
circuit. 

4. A circuit as de?ned in claim 3 in which the battery is a 
power source of substantially X volts and the breakdown 
diodes have a breakdown voltage slightly greater than one-half 
X volts whereby failure of a headlamp causes the diode in 
parallel therewith to conduct so as to effect a voltage drop of 
slightly less than one-half X volts across the headlamp which 
remains energized. 
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